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0195788508 - Business Logistics Management: Theory and Practice. The new edition of Business Logistics Management emphasizes the supply chain management approach, thereby equipping students with the most up-to-date. Business Logistics Management: Theory and Practice: J. J. Vogt, W. J. Pienaar, P. W. C. De Wit. ISBN 9780195788501. Business logistics management is defined as having the right item in the right quantity at the right place at the right time. Management


Purchasing. Transportation. Warehousing. This can be defined as having the right item in the right quantity at the right place at the right time. Management


9780195780116) from Amazon's Book Store.
The Business Logistics & Management programme concentrates on logistics. But it also has a unique marketing aspect, and it pays ample attention to important management and organisation skills. The programme also offers you the opportunity to improve your business English. You understand better the relation between the theory of production logistics, information technology and the business practice. Study Unit Courses: o Production Management o Enterprise Resource Planning o Production Simulation.

4. Management (7.5) You learn to describe, discuss and apply various cross-cultural and intercultural research models, relate the issues of company structure and culture to international management issues.